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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
A challenge is not always accepted and in some cases if accepted not achievable.
Some time back, as a ‘suggestion’ the idea of an interstate cricket carnival was
mentioned. More recently a more definite ‘suggestion’ that a National Cricket Carnival
would be a ‘good idea’ was placed ‘on the table’. Taking these ‘suggestions’ as
possible challenges, the idea of a National Cricket Carnival that would involve ALL
the States was explored. At first we were told Western Australia was too far away to
be involved. Not to be deterred and after some investigation it was discovered that a
Ron Dymock from the West was a person who could achieve miracles and move
mountains. Not only did Ron produce a miracle he organized the largest group to
attend the six States National Cricket Carnival held in the Southern Highlands of News South Wales in
January and his State played in the final.
South Australian Michael Wakim having enquired about joining Pharmacy Cricket previously now meant
that with Western Australia on board and with South Australia a six state competition was possible. The
rest is now history as an outstanding ‘Carnival’ of cricket, great fellowship and camaraderie was
experienced by pharmacists from all parts of Australia in January.
The Carnival produced some outstanding cricket with the first century scored in the 50 overs per innings
per team played by Pharmacy Cricket. Alex Saunders Tasmania student scored 103 not out to enable
his State to win against Carnival favorites Victoria. His performance was all the more incredible as his
team had six ducks in their innings. Likewise the win by New South Wales against Queensland was a
nail biter, as the last two batsmen for NSW Chris Georges and Steve Thompson scored the 41 runs
required for victory in the last five overs of the 50 allotted for the NSW innings.
Bradman Oval was used for two of the games and Queensland, Tasmania, South & Western Australia
were given that opportunity as they had not played there previously. Chater Oval Mittagong and Camden
Park were the other grounds used.
The ‘Welcome’ BBQ on the first night was a great way to start the fellowship that developed as the days
went on. Craigieburn at Bowral and Peppers Manor House served well for the accommodation with
Craigieburn Resort being the venue for the Saturday night Trophy Presentation Dinner attended by over
140. Neil Harvey and Sam Loxton, members of the great 1948 team the ‘Invincibles’ captained by
Bradman were the guest speakers and Test player and Captain Brian Booth was also a dinner guest.
The details of this most successful Carnival are on the subsequent pages as are the details of the other
games played during the season, including a ‘whitewash’ of the doctors by pharmacy in their first match
against pharmacy last November, also the win by Newcastle v Sydney.
I must record the considerable assistance given by Paul Mahoney and Peter O’Reilly during the season
especially during the Carnival, ably supported by Binh Luu. Their help was invaluable. Also the support
provided by the NSW office of the Pharmacy Guild of Australia enabled our activities to run smoothly and
is much appreciated.
The 2008 - 2009 season is shaping up to be even more exciting. South Australia will be the venue for
the next Cricket Carnival and the pharmacists of the ACT have proposed a first time match v New South
Wales. The Doctors have indicated they would like a three way contest, Doctors, Dentists & Pharmacists.
These games are in addition to those normally played. Pharmacy Cricket is certainly on the move and
has placed a solid foot print on the world of pharmacy.
Our sponsors (listed on the back page) deserve great praise as it is their support and sponsorship that
enables all these activities to happen. They deserve a BIG ‘Thank you’
Greg Hodgson
President
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NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
JANUARY 2008
What was considered ‘mission impossible’ some time ago, the Pharmacy Cricket Carnival played in the
southern highlands of New South Wales at the home of cricket Bowral, proved to be an outstanding success
with New South Wales the winners of the historic ‘Shield’ for the 2007 – 2008 season.
Six teams of pharmacists from each of the six states, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania,
South Australia and Western Australia played over four days on Bradman Oval Bowral, Chater Oval Mittagong
and Camden Park for the right to hold the 100 year old trophy;

‘THE CHEMISTS INTERSTATE CHALLENGE CRICKET SHIELD’
The newcomers to this competition South Australia and Western Australia ensured it was a National Pharmacy
event and a ‘first time’ for Pharmacy Cricket.
It is worth noting that ABC cricket commentators Jim
Maxwell and Kerry O’Keeffe reported on the
Pharmacy Cricket Carnival during description of the
Test match in Adelaide.
Matches were played over four days with some
outstanding performances and very exciting finishes.
A unique and perhaps an event that should be
reported in Wisden, was the match Tasmania v
Victoria played on Thursday 24th at Chater Oval.
Victoria batting first scored 8 for 151 in their 50 overs.
Tasmania in reply were 3 for 12 after 8 overs, and 9 for
98 after 29 overs.
Alex Saunders having retired at the obligatory 50 was
able to resume his innings, Alex set about a batting
display of which Adam Gilchrist would have been
The toss at the start of the historic match Tasmania v Victoria
proud. With three sixes and untold fours Alex blasted
the bowling attack and with two fours in the 34th over won the match for Tasmania and remained 103 not out.
Alex scored his 103 off 64 balls and of the last 55 runs Alex scored 53. Alex scored 46 runs in the last 5 overs
and his effort is all the more incredible as the Tasmania team score included six ducks! This is the first time
a century has been scored in Pharmacy Cricket. Alex was awarded the
‘Batsman of the Carnival’ trophy.
The match New South Wales v Queensland played at Chater Oval on
Friday 25th proved a nail biter. Chasing the Queensland team total of 156
scored in 47 overs New South Wales were 3 for 39, then 7 for 86 and
facing defeat. With Anthony BouAntoun’s dismissal for 31 in the 45th over,
all seemed lost until Steve Thompson and Chris Georges held out and
scored the three runs required for victory in the last over of the day. With
his 3 for 26 and 24 not out Chris Georges was ‘Man of the Match’.
New comers Western Australia displayed their cricket skills by defeating
Tasmania on Friday 25th at Bradman Oval. Nick Partridge 55 and Swarup
Afsar 54 not out and 6 for 11 for Western Australia v Tasmania were
outstanding Adam Schulz 41 and Steven Morgan, going in at number
four, remained 39 not out deserved praise for their efforts for Tasmania.
Western Australian captain Swarup Afsar was named ‘Player of the
Carnival’
Other notable performances were the innings of Peter Jones 54 retired,
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Century maker Alex Saunders (Tas)
103 not out on the left & Ben
Chalmers. TAS v VIC match

NATIONAL CRICKET CARNIVAL
JANUARY 2008
Jason Roberts 51 retired for Queensland v South Australia and Trent Laslett’s 48
for South Australia in the same match. Steve White 50 retired and David Ford’s
41 in the match for Victoria v Western Australia. Also Jeff Facey’s 52 retired and
5 for 39 in the match Victoria v Tasmania. Henry Goldstein 3 for 7 for
Queensland v South Australia. New father Paul Wickham took 2 for 3 for Victoria
v Western Australia. Ben Chalmers 2 for 7 for Tasmania v Victoria. Mark White
43 retired for NSW v South Australia.
The final saw John Obaid 77 not out, Peter Mikhail 67 and Tim Sidgreaves 61
not out for NSW and Chris Georges taking 6 for 17 off 10 overs gave Chris
‘Bowler of the Carnival’.

NSW Captain David
Sidgreaves with the ‘Shield’

The ‘Welcome’ BBQ at Bradman Oval on
Wednesday evening was a great event and
allowed all the players and the many
supporters to enjoy an evening of fellowship
in this wonderful place.

The Australia Day Saturday night ‘Trophy
Presentation’ dinner was the highlight of the Carnival with guest speakers
Neil Harvey and Sam Loxton, members of the great 1948 team the
‘Invincibles’, presenting the Carnival trophy to New South Wales Captain
David Sidgreaves. Over 140 were present, making the night the largest
gathering at a post match ‘Pharmacy Cricket’ event. The other awards
‘Player of the Carnival’, ‘Batsman and Bowler of the Carnival’ were
presented by Neil and Sam with the assistance of Brian Booth. Ken Bickle
presented the Guild Travel Shield for the match NSW v Queensland and
Greg Hodgson, Pharmacy Cricket President, was the MC for the evening.
The evening concluded with a spirited auction for an autographed and
framed print of Bradman Oval and the singing of the National Anthem.
A truly magnificent Carnival enjoyed in wonderful weather in the delightful
Southern Highlands of New South Wales.

Swaruo Afsar (WA) receives the ‘Man of the Match’ from Sam
Loxton. Swarup was also awarded the ‘Player of the Carnival’

Chris Georges (NSW) receiving the
‘Bowler of the Carnival’ award from
Brian Booth

Alex Saunders receiving ‘Batsman of the Carnival’ award
from Neil Harvey
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BLUES vs GOLDS
Shore School Ground Northbridge - Sunday 14th October 2007
A ‘HAT TRICK’, MAIDENS AND DUCKS A PLENTY. A GREAT DAY.

Nick Bova receiving the ball for his
hat-trick – all bowled

On the most perfect of days, cloudless and bright sunshine, the Blues
opening batsmen Binh Luu and John Obaid put on a good opening
partnership of 37, when Obaid was bowled by Peter Mikhail for 27. Neville
Contractor went LBW to Mikhail and Luu shortly after to the bowling of
David Boettiger. The score was 3 for 39. James Douglas was joined by
Andy Dent who was dismissed LBW to newcomer Joseph Bacha for 7
with the score at 4 for 73. Chris Georges playing good cricket scored 41
including six 4’s and was dismissed by Alan Malouf with the score a
respectable 7 for 140. Then with a most spectacular bowling effort Nick
Bova took a hat trick, all bowled, giving him the figurers 3 for 12 off 7
overs. The Blues all out 143. Ducks were on the menu for some!

Ravi Alluri and Andrew Douglas opened the batting for the Golds. Alliuri
showing no respect for the first ball of the innings hit Chris Georges past mid on for four. Georges had his revenge shortly
after dismissing Alluri with no addition to the score Golds 1 for 4. Andrew Douglas batting well for his 28 helped to take
the score to 4 for 45.Wickets continued to fall and Steve Thompson 29 not out coming in at number 10 and David
Sidgreaves at number 11 took the score to 100 before Sidgreaves was dismissed. Tight bowling from Anthony BouAntoun
2 for 20 with 2 maidens, Chris Georges 2 for 18 with 2 maidens and John Obaid off 10 overs with 5 maidens took 5 for 20
and with his 27 in the Blues innings was named ‘Man of The Match’. A good victory for the second year in succession to
the Blues captained by Anthony BouAntoun. Warwick Wilkinson presented the ‘Wilkinson Cup’ to the winning captain.
A delightful day of cricket played in the most pleasant of surroundings. There were some outstanding
performances which augers well for the rest of the season.

PHARMACY vs THE DOCTORS
Shore School Ground Northbridge - Sunday 4th November 2007
PHARMACY DEFEATS THE DOCTORS WITH THE LOSS OF
ONLY ONE WICKET
On a day which gave no promise of cricket this inaugural match of ‘The Pharmacists v The Doctors’ seemed
doomed as the dawn broke or rather as the grey clouds and very heavy rain the previous night gave no indication
that play would be possible.
However as optimistic as cricketers are, play was indeed possible as the wicket had been covered and with a little
repair to a damp bowlers run up at one end the Doctors were offered first turn at the crease. Captain Amith Shetty
and Dasanthja Jayamanne opened, and in the third over pharmacy captain Anthony BouAntoun took the wicket of
Amith Shetty. The Doctors 1 for 6. Wickets fell at a steady rate with the
team all out for a disappointing 64, after only 26 overs. Bowling
honours were shared, Damian Abi-Hanna 3 for 15, Andy Dent 2 for 3
and Anthony BouAntoun 2 for 19.
Pharmacy openers Jason Luu and Alan Malouf set about the task of
overhauling the runs required. Jason Luu with six fours and a six
scored 41 in a partnership of 57 and with Neil McLoughlin overtook the
Doctor’s score in the 17th over.
A sound win to Pharmacy with Jason Luu ‘Man of the Match’
The doctors batting. NSW in the field

Commenting after the game it was suggested the game should be a
fixture for the future as the Doctors would like to have the trophy in their cabinet next season.
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CITY vs COUNTRY
Macpherson Oval Wagga Wagga - Sunday 25th November 2007
A TIE! AFTER 50 OVERS, COUNTRY 5 FOR 155, CITY 5 FOR 155
For the first time since Pharmacy Cricket started in 2000 the
match resulted with both scores being equal. Needing three
runs off the last ball, Sydney University graduate and Wagga
pharmacist Michael O’Reilly playing for the City team scored
two runs to tie the scores at 155. A most dramatic finish to a
great match played in the very best of spirit.

The match produced some outstanding performances. Mark
White from Henty played a very important role for Country
retiring on the obligatory 50 not out, Paul Miegel from Corowa
32 and Country Captain Ben Brndusic 29. Paul Wickham
remained not out on 23. Best bowling for City. Michael
O’Reilly 2 for 17 off 4 overs.

The Saturday night dinner attended by both teams was held in
the delightful old federation house ‘The Manor’ in the city of
Wagga Wagga. An excellent dinner was enjoyed by all in an oldie
world atmosphere. John Obaid was presented with the ball from
his recent success of 5 for 20 in the Blues v The Golds match.

For City Captain David Sidgreaves playing a truly captain’s
inning retired 50 not out. James Bowmaker with 20, Steve
Kobryn with 14 and Peter Mikhail with 11added to the score.
Michael O’Reilly remained 34 not out at the end of the innings.
Bowling honours were shared by the country players.

PHARMACY vs INDUSTRY
Shore School Grounds Northbridge - Sunday 24th February 2008
INDUSTRY WINS AGAIN
Industry openers David Crawford 50 (J & J) and James
Bowmaker 33 (Blooms) gave their team a solid start with a 87 run
partnership. Industry captain Ben Sullivan (Alphapharm) coming
in at number 3 playing a great captain's knock retiring on 57.
Ivan Mauko (MSD), Graeme Perry (Apotex) and Mark Donaldson
(Alphapharm) were the other batsmen to score double figures.
Des Malone (PGA) added a useful 7 before being stumped and
the Industry team had two ducks to celebrate. Industry all out for
200. Bowling for Pharmacy Nick Bova 2 for 32 Steve Thompson
2 for 23 John Obaid 2 for 48 and Pierre BouAntoun 1 for 9

mark were 7 for 82. Invited guest Rugby league international
and captain of the Canberra Raiders Laurie Daley displayed
great cricket skills as an opener and was dismissed for a very
useful 32 that included seven fours. Pharmacy lecturer
Andrew McLachlan was dismissed for 23 well complied runs
and helped take the score to 8 for 165.
Enter Steve Thompson coming in at number 9 and with no
respect to the bowling or the bowlers attacked with great skill
hitting three 6's, four 4's and remained not out 51 having run
out of partners. Pharmacy all out 177. Bowling for Industry
David Crawford 4 for 39 Graeme Perry 2 for 27 and Tim
Sallway 2 for 24. Man of the Match was David Crawford (J & J)

Pharmacy had a disastrous start. They were 2 for 9 after two
overs and continued to loose wickets and at the 20 overs

SYDNEY vs NEWCASTLE
Nelson Bay Sunday 2nd Match 2008
NEWCASTLE DEFEATS SYDNEY
Having had a delightful Saturday evening pre match dinner at
the Nelson Bay RSL organized by Newcastle captain Michael
Redpath all were in good spirits for the match next day.

19,Chris Hernandez 12 and Brett Plumb 12 helped take the score
to a very respectable 8 for 182 after 30 overs. Sydney bowling
was shared with each of six bowlers taking a wicket.

Arriving on Sunday at the ground, Don Waring Oval Nelson Bay,
we were met with a dismal scene. The pitch was unplayable
due to heavy rain during the night and matters were not helped
by a shower of rain on arrival. Not to be deterred, as cricketers
and pharmacists are optimistic, it was decided the nearby
synthetic wicket was free and after the use of a broom to
remove water and a little time to dry the surface, it was agreed
a 30 overs match could be played.

Sydney opened with Bin Luu and Nawras Attalla and were 1 for
7 after 4 overs. Attalla then set about a display of attempting to
hit every ball and with one six and four 4's helped take the score
to 3 for 67, he being dismissed for 42. Jason Luu 22 and Hicham
Hassan 15 took the score to 6 for 104. Coming in at number
seven Sydney Captain Anthony BouAntoun with four six's helped
Sydney almost reach the Newcastle score. BouAntoun remained
39 not out and at the end of the 30 overs Sydney were 9 for 157.
Best Newcastle bowlers were Nathan Blackmore 2 for 18 off 6
overs and Jason McKemdry 2 for 35 off six overs.

Newcastle at 1 for none had a problem in the first over thanks to
a clean bowled by Steve Thompson. Nathan Blackmore and Matt
Dan held out against good bowling and added 53 runs when
Blackmore was dismissed for 35. Dan continued to bat well and
was required to retire on 52. Tony Winmill 29, Scott Elsegood

The day finished with Newcastle the winners in bright sunshine.
Man of the Match was Newcastle newcomer Matt Dan with an
excellent batting display, a great catch and run out.
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